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A DETERMINATION OF THE TYPES OF PLANAR CREMONA 
TRANSFORMATIONS WITH NOT MORE THAN 9 F-POINTS. 

By MILDRED E. TAYLOR. 

1. Introduction. The types of Cremona transformations can be classified 
according to the order n or accordilng to the niumber p of the F-points. Coble, 
[3, p. 83], remarks "that perhaps the latter classification is the more funda- 
mental." Roughly speaking, the ralnge of usefulness of a transformation T 
is inversely proportional to the number p of the F-points. For, unless the 
F-points of T can be placed at significant points of a given figure, the image 
is more complicated rather than more simple. 

Cremona'6'71 gave a list of transformations for it 2 to n = 10. 
Guccial8" gave algebraic expressions for the types and their iliverses as listed 
by Cremona. Mlodziejowski (10) listed types for n = 2 to t = 21. Bianchi (1) 
by multiplying two De Jonquieres transformations obtained the expression 
for the order n involvTing 3 parameters. Palatini 129 by multiplying three 
De Joliquieres transformations obtained a new transformation of order n 
whose expressioli involves 7 parameters.* He also multiplied four De Jon- 
quieres transformations to obtaiii a new one whose order it iiivolves 15 
parameters. In general, if le De Jonquieres transformations be compounded 
the expression for the order n of the new transformatioli ilivolves (2k 1) 
parameters. Miss Hudson(9) gave types for n = a, /3, where A = 2y + E, 
e O, 1. If the number of F-points is 9, there exists an infinite number of 
transformations. However, in any of the above types when the number of 
F-points is limited to 9, only a finite number of transformations is obtained. 
Montesanof11) derived the semi-symmetric types for p = 9 anld obtained in- 
dependent expressions for each type involving 1 parameter. This paper 
shows that these types are all related. 

In this paper I have obtained explicit algebraic expressiolis for the 
integers n, ri, sj, aji attached to every planar Cremona transformation with 
not more than 9-points, say at PF2, i. e. pi, ,p9 The method is that 
used throughout the literature the composition of known types. These 
algebraic expressions are classified into seiven distinct types. 

" Miss Hudson 9 states that the expression which Palatini obtained for n by com- 
pounding three De Jonquieres transformations involves 6 parameters and by com- 
pounding four De Jonquieres transformations involves 16 parameters. 
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124 MILDRED E. TAYLOR. 

2. The Types in the Invariant Subgroup i9,2 of the Linear Group g9,2. 

The product of two Bertini involution-s E2 and E1 with simple points at 
p2, pl respectively is called C2,1. The semi-symmetric transformation of 
order 37 with eight 13-fold points and one 4-fold point is called Dg when 
the 4-fold poilnt is at p9. The general element [5, p. 375] of the abelian 
subgroup of the invariant subgroup i9,2 of the linear group gg,2 is given by 

(1) D2V2D3V3 . . D9q9C2,1P2C3,1P3 C9 ?9, 

where vi is any integer, positive orl negative, and pi = 0, 1, 2 with 
:p-O0mod3 (i 2,3, ,9). 

By direct multiplication of the factors of (1), explicit algebraic ex- 
pressions are obtained for n, ri, sj, caji of Type I. 

The following notation is used throughout for the elementary symmetric 
functions of the v's and the p's: 

(2) v - Y29Vi, V' 29ViVj p = 2f29pi, PI =p 2i29pfipi 0 =29Vipi. 

Also let 

(9) y-4V2 + 4p2 9v' 4p' Gu. 

TYPE I. 

D2V2D3V3 . D9v9C2,lP2C3,1P3 C9,1Po 

With i, j =1, 2 9 (i /j) and k 2, 3, , 9, let 

81 2P, Sk 3Vk- 2Pk. 
Then 

(4) =9y + 1, eri 3y + v 38i, sj ==3y -v + 38j, 
(Xii y=7 1n (ji y+ Sj - i. 

The remaiiiing elements of i9,2 [5, p. 375] are obtained by taking the 
product of E, and (1). 

TY'PE II. 

ElD2v2D3v3 . . D9qvC2, 1P2C3, A3 C9, lP9. 

With i, j, k and 81, Sk as in Type I let 

7 y-v + 4. + 2, i 1 81 + 2, 8 k == wk 
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A DETERMINATION OF PLANAR CREMONA TRANSFORMATIONS. 125 

Then 
) n 9y' + 3v 1, ri 3y' + 2v -38i, sj 3y' + 2v-38'j 
( ,-y' ~+ v 28', + 1, (Zji y'7 + v - a I'.. 

3. The Remaining Types in the Linear Gr-oup g9,2. The factor group 
f9,2 of the group g9,2 [5, p. 373] with respect to i9,2 is simply isomorphic with 
the Cremona group G8,2 [4, p. 15; 5, p. 349-350]. A study of the transforma- 
tions in G8,2, which is a finite group, shows that each one can be obtained from 
an element of i9,2 by not more than two quadratic transformations. Each type 
of i9,2 is multiplied by a silngle quadratic, two unrelated quadratic (no F- 
points in common), or twTo related quadratic tralnsformations (one F-point in 
common). There are exactly three different elements of the abelian subgroup 
of i9,2 that will give the same Cremona transformation when multiplied by two 
unrelated quadratic transformations. Exactly three elements of the non- 
abelian part of i9,2 when multiplied by two unrelated quadratic transformations 
give the same Cremona transformation. A Cremona transformation which is 
the product of an element of the abelian subgroup of i9,2 and two related 
quadratic transformations is also the product of some element of the non- 
abelian part of i9,2 and two related quadratic transformations. Hence, there 
are only seven distinct types of planar Cremona transformations. 

Since the F-points can be permuted without altering the transformation, 
the quadratic transformations A123, A456, A145 with F-points at P1, P2, P3; 

P4, P5S p6; pl, p'4, P5, respectively are used to simplify the notation. 

TYPE III. 

D2V2D3v3 . . . D9v9C2,1P2C3,1P3 C9,1P9A123 

With i, j 1, 2, 3 (i j) and k, I 4, 5, , 9 (1 '# 1), let 

E123- V-0, + 82 + 83 

Then 

n-9y 3E123 + 2, 

r, 3y + v 3E123 38i +1, rk =3y + v-38k, 

(6) sj 3y-v---123+ 38j + l, sl 37-V E123 + 381, 

(Zii 7 I123, (Zhk '/- 1, (Zj 7 - 6123 + 8i- Si + 1, 

c'jk= IE123 + 8i 8k, al= Y + l- 8i, lk 7=+ 81 -&k- 

TYPE IV. 

EjD2v2D3V3 . . D9vC2, 1P2C3 . . . 1CPA123. 
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126 IMILDRED E. TAYLOR. 

With y' and S"s as in Type II, and I, j l, I as in Type III, let 

E 123 -= V ( 8 + 8 91 + S 3). 
Then 

n =9y' + 3v 3E`123 2, 
ri 3y' + 2v 3E`123 - 38 1, r = 3y' + 2v 38 k, 

(7) -Y' + 2v --E'123 38'j-1, s = 3y' + 2v -E123 -381 

ii y' + v -E'l23 23's, ial y' + v- 28' + 1, 

aiji -y' + v - E'123 8i 8i-- 1, (a i= 7 + v El123 - 8'` 8i 

aZjk =y+ V - 8j 8 k, (alk =-Y' + V 8' - 8 k. 

TYPE V. 

D2V2D3V3 * D9,9C2, 1P2C3 3 C9, 1P9AI23A456. 

With i, j 1, 2, 3 (i.# j), k, =4, , 6 (k 1) , and m, t 7, 8, 9 (mn 7t t), 
let E456 V V(84 + 85 + 86) . Then 

n 9Y -6E123- 3E456 + 4, 

ri 3Y + V 3E123 -38i + IC= 3Y + v 3E123 -3E456-38k + 2, 

rn = 3y + V 38m, sj 3y -V - 2E123 E456 + 38i + 2, 

si 3Y- v-2E123 E456 + 38, + 1, St 3Y -v 2c123 -456 + 38rt 

(8) Z i -y - E123, ikhk y - E123 -4564 7 nilj - 1, 

ci i-y 7-E123 + 3j- i + 1, (lii y E123 + 8k 8in 

tti --E123 + t i, acik y 7 E123 E456 + 8i -k + n 

a1k y- E123 E456 + 81 k+ 1, it- 7Y E123-E456 + 8t 8kn 

ijin`-y+?jij m, 1mn ?= 1+81-8im, ctm=='7 + 8t 8m 

TYPE VI. 

E1D2V2D3V3 . . . D9V9C2. 1P2C3,1P3 . C,1PA123A456. 

With i, j, kI, 7, m, t as in Type V and E'123 as in Type IV, let 

E 456 = V -8`4 + 8`5 + 8 6) 

Then 
n 9y' + 3v - 6E'123 3E'456- 4 
ri 3y' + 2v - 3'E123 - 38' - 1, ri, 3y' + 2v 3E'123,- 3E'456 - 38'k - 2, 

rm 3y' + 2V 38'ni Sj 3y' + 2V 2E123-E 456- 38' 2, 

= 3Y' + 2V - 2E'123 E'456 - 3'-1 St = 3y' + 2V - 2E"123 E 456 -38't 

ii Y + v - E ?13 -228, ckk =7 + V E 123 E 4562 k, 

(9) 2nnn,, - y' + v 2V mA + 1, a = y' 4 ' El123 -8'i - 8' , 

at -y + V- 19 3 1 8'i - Z 8t it Y + V - E 1-2 3 8't '1 
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A DETERMAIINATION OF PLANAR CREMONA TRANSFORMATIONS. 127 

1jk = 7'+ V-V 123- -416 S j-,8 I 

(lk =y + V - E123 ' 456 - I- 8k - 1, 

(Ztk =Y + V - 'E123 - E'456 8't- 8 1k 2P+n-y + V - 8,j t1 

alr = 7n + v - -8'- m K tm 7 + V t - M 

TYPE VII. 

D2,2D3.3 D9v9C2, P2C3,iP3 * C9,lP9A123Al45. 

With i,j=2,3 (i#j), l,1 =4,5 (le#l) and m,t=6,7,8,9 (m t) 
and E123 as in Type III, let E145 = V- (81 + 84 + 85). Then 

n= 9y - 3&123 - 3&145 + 3~ 
r1= 3y + V 3-1293 - 145- 38 + 2, ri =3y + v-3E123 38 + , 
rk= 3y + v- 3E145- 38k + 1, rml = 3y + V 38m, 

St = 37-v- E123 - E145 + 38, + 2, Sj 3y V - E123 E145 + 38j + 

s= 37 -V -123-145 + 38 , 7 Vt3y 
- v - 71231 El45 + 38t 

(X l-7 E123 - I145 + 1, (Z a i 
= 

y -'El2 3, (kk y /- E145n (X} MM== '/ 
- I 

(10) jil -Y- E123- E145 + 8j - 81 + 1, ll = 123 E145 + &- 81 + 1, 

(tl = 7 E123 - E145 + t - 81, = -Y- E123 + 81 - ai + 1, 
(Zji= - 123 +8i - i + 1 (Zli= -Y-I123 + 81-8i 

(tti = E123 + at-i l a1o y E145 + 81 - + 1 

jk =y- E123 + a-- 8kn lk 7- E145 + a1-k + 1, 

atk= -E145 + 8t a1 8 lln y7 + 81 & m, 8 jm = Y + Sj-8mn 

alin,71 + 81 - m, atn=-y + at-1m 

4. Bertini L-Curves with not more than 9 Multiple Points. Since the 
P-curves of the planar Cremona transformations are Bertini L-curves 
[!2; 4, p. 22], the algebraic expressions for ri, sj, aji in (4), (5) . (10) 
give expressions for the order t and multiplicity t, of all the Bertini L-curves 
with not more than 9 multiple poinlts. Each such Bertini curve occurs at 
least once, but may occur more often in this set of expressions. 
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